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ABSTRACT

Sound field synthesis has been pursued as a promising approach for spatial audio reproduction for large
listening areas. Research is typically performed on small and mid-size systems. An increasing number of
systems of cinema size and larger exist, which have shown to exhibit properties that cannot be observed with
smaller setups. In particular, practical limitations lead to artifacts whose perceptual saliency increases with
array size. Depending on the situation, these artifacts are most prominent in time domain or in frequency
domain. In this paper, we review the current state of knowledge on the properties of sound field synthesis
using large-size loudspeaker arrays regarding both direct sound and reverberation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound field synthesismay be defined as the problem of
driving a given ensemble of elementary sound sources
such that the superposition of the sound fields emitted
by the individual elementary sound sources produces a
common sound field with given desired properties over
an extended area [1]. Typically, a given listening volume
or surface is surrounded by loudspeakers. Most common
array geometries are rectangles, circles, and spheres. The
approach of wave field synthesis (WFS) and a modern
derivative of Ambisonics referred to asnear-field com-
pensated higher order Ambisonicsor Ambisonics with
distance codingare most commonly employed in order
to compute the loudspeaker driving signals for render-
ing a given spatial audio scene. From a conceptual point
of view, the difference between the two approaches is the
circumstance that WFS solves the problem on the bound-
ary of the listening area whereas Ambisonics solves the
problem over the entire listening area. The equivalence
of the two solutions can be shown using fundamental in-
tegral theorems of physics [1]. Significant differences
between the two approaches arise in practical implemen-
tations as summarized below.

It can be shown theoretically that a given desired sound
field can be synthesized perfectly under certain prereq-
uisites. One requirement is the use of a continuous dis-
tribution of loudspeakers (secondary sources). This can-

not be implemented with today’s loudspeaker technol-
ogy. Rather, the continuous distribution has to be ap-
proximated by a (larger) number of densely-spaced loud-
speakers. A spacing of 10 cm–20 cm has been shown
to be a good compromise between effort and result. A
consequence of the fact that a discrete loudspeaker dis-
tribution instead of a continuous one is used is the cir-
cumstance that the synthesized sound field is identical to
the desired one only below a given frequency, which lies
typically between 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz. Above this so-
calledspatial aliasing frequency, the spatial structure of
the synthesized sound field is distorted. The perceptual
impairment due to these spatial distortions ranges from
hardly noticeable to unacceptable depending on the par-
ticular scenario [2]. A significant part of the information
that is relevant for spatial perception is contained in the
frequency range that is synthesized correctly [3].

Unlike WFS, practical implementations of Ambisonics
apply a so-called limitation of the spatial bandwidth. The
consequence is that an area of very high accuracy evolves
in the center of the loudspeaker setup with significant
artifacts outside this area. In WFS, the physical arti-
facts are more evenly distributed over the entire listening
area. In either case, the synthesized sound field extends
over a significant area so that the potential of avoiding
a stereophony-likesweet spotis still assumed by many
authors. It has not been ultimately clarified if sound field
synthesis can fulfill this expectation.
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PW
SW

Fig. 1: Schematic of a scene composed of a plane
wave object (PW) and a spherical wave/point source ob-
ject (SW) synthesized by a linear array of loudspeakers
(from [4]); the arrows indicate the auditory localization
of the audio objects

Note that we focus on WFS in this work as large-size
Ambisonics realizations with a spatial resolution that is
comparable to that of WFS do not exist according to the
authors’ awareness. Numerical accuracy is one of the
challenges in high-resolution Ambisonics implementa-
tions.

The audio scenes to be reproduced by sound field syn-
thesis are typically described based onaudio objects[5]
rather than as loudspeaker signals as it has been the stan-
dard in cinema audio for a long time. An audio object is
composed of an audio signal plus meta data. The audio
signal could be, say, a speech signal that is radiated by
a virtual sound source and the meta data would be the
position of the sound source and its radiation character-
istics. Refer to Fig. 1 for an illustration. This way, the
representation of the audio scene is completely platform
independent and operations like scaling of the scene or
adapting the scene to circumvent limitations of a given
reproduction system are straightforward. The process of
computing the actual loudspeaker (or headphone) driv-
ing signals from such an abstract representation is termed
rendering.

Systems used for research on sound field synthesis typ-
ically exhibit between 50 and 150 channels and dimen-
sions in the order of several meters. Some of the com-
mercial systems and a few experimental ones have more
than 800 independent channels and dimensions of tens of
meters [6]. Practical experimentation showed that such
large systems can exhibit perceptual properties that are
not evident with smaller setups.

In the present paper, we summarize the state of knowl-
edge in this respect and illustrate the properties under
discussion by means of numerical simulations. All sim-
ulations were performed using [7].

2. PROPERTIES IN TIME DOMAIN

The time-domain properties of synthesized sound fields
differ substantially for the two different basic classes of
virtual sound sources (non-focused and focused virtual
sound sources). Both situations will be discussed in the
following subsections.

2.1. Non-focused Sources

Non-focused sources are the most commonly employed
source configuration, i.e. the virtual sound source is lo-
cated outside of the listening area (“behind” the loud-
speakers). We use a virtual point source in order to il-
lustrate the properties of non-focused sources. Fig. 2(a)
shows a time-domain snapshot of a virtual point source
emitting an impulse. The source is located 1 m behind
the loudspeaker array at(0,1)m. The sound field ex-
hibits a strong first wave front, which includes the de-
sired wave front of the point source. After that, addi-
tional wave fronts appear containing frequency informa-
tion above the spatial aliasing frequency. These compo-
nents of the sound field are often referred to asspatial
aliasing or spatial aliasing artifacts. Note that spatial
aliasing also has some minor influence on the first occur-
ing wave front. The additional wave fronts are equally
distributed in the listening area. The strongest depen-
dency on the listener position is in the direction of the
y-axis, whereby less pronounced additional wave fronts
occur at positions farther away from the loudspeaker ar-
ray.

The number of additional wave fronts corresponds the
number of employed loudspeakers and the length of
the time interval between the first and the last wave
front arriving at the listener depends on the size of the
loudspeaker array. A linear proportionality is apparent.
Fig. 3(a) shows the distribution of wave fronts in time
and amplitude at two different listening positions for two
loudspeaker array lengths. For the small loudspeaker ar-
ray with a length of 3.1 m, the latest wave front arrives
approximately 5 ms after the desired one for a listener
positioned at(1.5,−3)m. For a loudspeaker array length
of 12.7 m, this time increases to over 25 ms. This circum-
stance will certainly lead to a difference in the percep-
tion as the additional wave fronts behave similar to re-
flections in a room [8]. One difference is that their time
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(a) Point source at(0,1)m
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(b) Focused source at(0,−1)m; the black mark indicates the
position of the focus point

Fig. 2: Snapshots of synthesized sound fields in time domain; the secondary source spacing is 10 cm in all cases.

pattern is very regular and their distance in time is be-
low 1 ms which is not the case for early reflections in a
room. It is known from psychoacoustics experiments that
two signals with a time distance below 1 ms are fused in
their perception of location. This mechanism is known
assumming localization[9]. Signal components arriving
at a later time do not change the perceived location but
contribute to the perception of the room. This latter phe-
nomenon is known under the termprecedence effect[10].
It includes also a signal dependent echo threshold, which
is around 20 ms for broadband signals. If a reflection
arrives after that threshold, it will be perceived as an ad-
ditional signal (echo). This threshold is modulated by
the difference in amplitude between the first wave front
and the reflections. Due to the low amplitude of the ad-
ditional reflections in WFS they will not become audible
as distinct echoes even for very large loudspeaker arrays.

2.2. Focused Sources

Focused sources are a feature of sound field synthesis
that distinguishes it from other spatial audio presentation
methods like amplitude panning. A focused source is a
sound field that converges towards a focus point that is
located inside the listening area. The sound field passes
the focus point and diverges again and thereby mimics
the sound field of a sound source at the location of the
focus point. See Fig. 2(b) for an example.

The area between the focused source and the active loud-
speakers can no longer be used as part of the listening
area as localization cues are contradictory and do not cor-
respond to the intended ones. However, the localization

cues evoked by the diverging part of the sound field are
similar to those of a point source placed at the focused
point so that the perception of a sound source “in front of
the loudspeakers” is achieved.

The spatial aliasing artifacts in focused sources exhibit
a time domain behavior that is very different from that
occurring with non-focused sources. The aliasing arti-
facts precedethe desired wave front. This is depicted
in Fig. 2(b) where a snapshot in time of a synthesized
focused source radiating downwards is shown. Unlike
with non-focused sources, the relative timing of the wave
fronts depends on the listening position and the gap be-
tween adjacent wave fronts increases for listening at lat-
eral positions.

The fact that the aliasing artifacts precede the desired
wave front has a substantial impact on perception as such
a wave front pattern is unnatural and neither a trigger-
ing of the precedence effect nor of summing localization
can be observed. A formal evaluation presented in [11]
showed that such wave front patterns can lead to strong
coloration or unpleasant artifacts that accompany the fo-
cused source.

Most of the perceptual impairments of focused sources
will become stronger with the size of the loudspeaker
array. The advantage of having a larger viewing angle
(effective listening area) and a better focusing at low fre-
quencies [12] can hardly be exploited. If the time be-
tween the first undesired and the desired wave front ex-
ceeds 10 ms and the listener is located on the side of the
listening area as it is the case in Fig. 3(b) the perceived
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Fig. 3: Impulse response of two linear arrays of different length; the secondary source spacing is 10 cm in all cases.

auditory event begins to split into two [11]. One source is
then perceived at the desired position and another high-
passed version of it is located to the nearest edge of the
loudspeaker array, where the first additional wave front
arrives from. In addition, click-like artifacts can occur
for long loudspeaker arrays.

The saliency of the perceptual impairments for focused
sources and large loudspeaker arrays has led to the pro-
posal of a reduction of the effective array length with
larger loudspeaker arrays [11, 13]. In other words, it was
proposed to use only a given section of a loudspeaker ar-
ray for synthesizing a given focused source. Note that
this reduces both the saliency of the artifacts as well as
the size of the optimal listening area.

As the artifacts are most prominent for signals with
strong transients, delicate combinations of array length,
focused source position, and listener position should be
used only with signals that do not exhibit such strong
transients.

2.3. Other Time-Domain Properties

Another aspect related to the timing of the source sig-
nals is the employment of subwoofers in sound field syn-
thesis. Loudspeakers designed for sound field synthe-
sis have to be small since a small loudspeaker spacing
is desired. As a consequence, such loudspeaker have a
weak low-frequency response typically below 100 Hz or

200 Hz. While the information below these frequencies
is not important for the presentation of spatial informa-
tion, it is an important contributor to timbre and has def-
initely to be included. Though, the employment of sub-
woofers requires certain compromises since a reference
point both for the amplitude as well as for the timing of
the signals has to be defined as discussed below. Off this
reference point, the balance of the amplitudes of the ar-
ray loudspeakers and the subwoofer(s) as well as their
timing relationship can be impaired.

Consider the case of a loudspeaker array that comprises
one single subwoofer as depicted in Fig. 4. The ampli-
tude of the subwoofer’s signal has to be chosen such that
an adequate timbre arises at the reference point whereby
the distance attenuation of the virtual source’s sound field
– if apparent – has to be considered. The timing of the
subwoofer’s signal has to chosen such that the wave front
synthesized by the loudspeakers of the array arrive at the
reference point at the same time like the wave front emit-
ted by the subwoofer. The timing will not be correct for
listening positions off the reference point. For large ar-
rays, timing discrepancies of several 10 ms can occur.

3. PROPERTIES IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN

3.1. Position-dependence of the Spatial Alias-
ing Frequency

As indicated in Fig. 2 and 3, spatial aliasing manifests
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source 1 subwoofer

source 2

Fig. 4: Schematic illustration of a loudspeaker array with
a subwoofer. The mark indicates the reference point for
the timing.

itself as additional wave fronts that carry frequency con-
tent above the aliasing frequency. The fact that this high-
frequency content is additional to the desired component
of the synthesized sound field causes higher magnitudes
of the transfer function of a system at those frequencies
at which aliasing occurs. Note the steps that are appar-
ent in Fig. 6 at a few kHz. Generally, this increase of
high-frequency energy is compensated for by modifying
the driving function above the aliasing frequency [14].
A closer look, however, reveals that the spatial aliasing
frequency is position dependent to a certain extent.

Spatial aliasing causes additional wave fronts whereby
these wave fronts do not necessarily exhibit considerable
energy at all possible listening positions. This can be ob-
served in Fig. 5, where the additional wave fronts due to
spatial aliasing are apparent only close to the array at dis-
tances smaller than approximately half the array length.
Note that there is a strong frequency-dependence of the
number and the traveling directions of the aliasing com-
ponents so that the situation looks somewhat different for
other frequencies. It can be assumed for the setup de-
picted in Fig. 5 that aliasing is apparent anywhere in the
listening area above approximately 6000 Hz.

Recall Fig. 6(a), which depicts the transfer function of
an array that is identical to the one in Fig. 5. Note that
Fig. 6(a) shows a point source instead of a virtual plane
wave. The qualitative results are identical for both source
types. It can be deduced from the step in the magnitude
response that spatial aliasing kicks in at 2000 Hz for the
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Fig. 5: Simulation of a monochromatic plane wave of
f = 4000 Hz traveling in negativey-direction synthe-
sized by a linear array of lengthL = 6.3 m with a loud-
speaker spacing of 10 cm; notice the two aliasing com-
ponents traveling southwest and southeast.

close listening position and above 3000 Hz for the far
position.

The situation is very similar for small and large arrays
whereby it is such that the size of the region in which
given aliasing artifacts are apparent or not scales linearly
with array length. The differentiation between the two
regions can be very relevant for rectangular arrays with
significantly different edge lengths. It can occur that
a given virtual source is synthesized only by the loud-
speakers on one of the short edges and listeners can be
located at significantly different distances to the active
edge.

Note that the magnitude fluctuations apparent above
4000 Hz in Fig. 6 are not critical. Fig. 6 shows the mag-
nitude spectrum of the sound pressure at one specific lo-
cation. It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the sound field is
composed of an entire set of wave fronts. The superpo-
sition of the wave fronts causes complicated interference
patterns in the magnitude spectrum at a given location.
However, the human auditory system is not a single pres-
sure sensor. There are indications that the auditory sys-
tem actually perceives that it is dealing with a set of wave
fronts and interprets the field accordingly [2].

The general slopes apparent in Fig. 6 at frequencies be-
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Fig. 6: Transfer functions of linear loudspeaker arrays of different lengths to different listener positions; the setup is
similar to the one in Fig. 2; the transfer functions were normalized to have equal overall amplitude.

low 2000 Hz can be compensated for by an appropriate
correction of the driving function [14]. This was waived
here for transparency.

3.2. Nearfield vs. Farfield Radiation

Linear arrays of finite length exhibit what may be termed
a nearfield and a farfield [14, 15]. At close distances from
the array (no farther away than, say, the array length),
the array radiates approximately like a line source. In
other words, the amplitude decay of the radiated field is
approximately proportional to 1/

√

r (i.e. 3 dB per each
doubling of the distance) and the field exhibits a low-
pass property with a slope of 3 dB/octave. This low-
pass property is inherently compensated for by the loud-
speaker driving function so that the radiated sound field
effectively exhibits a flat frequency response. However,
at sufficient distance the length of the array is negligible
and it radiates approximately like a point source, i.e. with
an amplitude decay that is proportional to 1/r (i.e. 6 dB
per each doubling of the distance) and a flat frequency
response.

The driving function is typically derived for what we
termed nearfield above as the extent of the array is as-
sumed to be infinite. This means that the spectral bal-
ance of the radiated field is good only in the nearfield but
effectively exhibits a highpass property in the far-field
with a slope of 3 dB/octave. The spatial extent of the
two regions scales linearly with array size and there is a

smooth transition between them. A noticeable effect is
typically apparent for distances equal or larger that the
array length compared to the ideal infinite setup [15].

Refer to Fig. 6(a) for a comparison of the transfer func-
tion of a given loudspeaker array at two different dis-
tances. Fig. 6(b) compares the transfer functions of two
arrays of different lengths to a given listener position.
Considerable deviations are apparent around 100 Hz in
Fig. 6(a) and around 250 Hz and below 100 Hz in
Fig. 6(b). Recall that the properties of the transfer func-
tions in Fig. 6 at higher frequencies are discussed in
Sec. 3.1.

It has been proposed to adapt the driving function to the
effective length of the loudspeaker array under consid-
eration in order to account for the varying extent of the
nearfield [14]. This can, of course, only be optimized for
a given listener distance (which may be tracked). Devi-
ations will be apparent at other listener distances as the
extent of the nearfield cannot be controlled.

There is an unproven potential that changing the listen-
ing distance by a given absolute amount results in weaker
perceptual impairments for large arrays as the transition
between nearfield and farfield occurs over a larger por-
tion of space. It is also possible that this effect – if it ex-
ists – is masked by the position-dependence of the spatial
aliasing frequency discussed in Sec. 3.1.
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3.3. Other Frequency Domain Properties

A peculiarity arises with large arrays in that very pointed
angles between the nominal orientation direction of a
loudspeaker and the direction in which a listener is lo-
cated relative to this orientation can occur. Most sound
field synthesis approaches that are used in practice as-
sume the loudspeakers to be omnidirectional, an assump-
tion that holds for real-world loudspeakers only at lower
frequencies [16]. It is unclear at this stage in how far this
is audible as significant spatial aliasing occurs in the fre-
quency range where loudspeakers exhibit a pronounced
directivity. Approaches to sound field synthesis that can
handle non-omnidirectional loudspeakers exist. An ex-
ample is [17].

4. REVERBERATION

The presentation of artificial or recorded reverberation
has been somewhat of a step-child in sound field synthe-
sis ever since despite the practical importance of rever-
beration. Recently, a comprehensive concept was pro-
posed that is currently under investigation [8].

4.1. Pre-delay

When a sound source and the receiver in a room are
located at sufficient distance from the room boundaries
then a considerable delay between the arrival of the
source’s direct sound/floor reflection and the first wall re-
flection arises. This is typically referred to aspre-delay
in music production [18]. Modifying the pre-delay for
a given sound source in a complex scene can have sig-
nificant influence on the extent to which a source blends
with the rest of the scene.

Recalling Fig. 3(a), we find that for large systems (gray
line), the wave fronts that occur due to spatial aliasing
fill the entire duration even for long pre-delays of, say,
15 ms. As a consequence, the spatial aliasing artifacts
blend into the early reflections potentially without any
perceptually relevant pre-delay occurring.

The impulse response of short loudspeaker arrays can
vanish within a few ms as evident from the black lines
in Fig. 3(a) so that long pre-delays can indeed be real-
ized.

The situation is totally unclear for focused sources
(Fig. 3(b)) from a perceptual point of view.

4.2. Early Reflections

An important aspect in the creation of reverberation us-
ing loudspeaker arrays is the (informal) observation that

the spatial aliasing artifacts apparent in Fig. 3(a) indeed
cause some sense of room impression. It is therefore
to be expected that the human auditory system cannot
reliably discriminate spatial aliasing and artificial room
reflections. It was proposed in [8] to consider this cir-
cumstance in the design of the artificial reverberation and
create the early reflections such that they evoke a plausi-
ble reflection/wave front pattern together with the spatial
aliasing artifacts.

It has not been proven so far that this approach actually
leads to a more convincing perception. In any case, the
timing aspects discussed Sec. 2.3 hold also for the sythe-
sized early reflections.

4.3. Diffuse Reverberation

It was shown in [19] that diffuse reverberation can be
created by a set of plane wave carrying decorrelated sig-
nals. The user study considered one single listener po-
sition only. Similarly to the discussion Sec. 2.3, the rel-
ative timing of the individual plane waves changes sig-
nificantly for two listening position that are at significant
distance from each other as it can occur with large sys-
tems. It is unclear at this stage what the perceptual impli-
cations of these relative timing changes are and whether
or not some sort ofsweet areaarises with respect to the
reverberation. First results will be published in [20].

5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented an overview of the properties of large
sound field synthesis systems. An important result is
the fact that the length of the impulse response of a sys-
tem to a given listener location depends on the size of
the employed array. For short arrays, undesired wave
fronts due to spatial aliasing arrive within a few millisec-
onds after the desired wave front for non-focused virtual
sound sources or precede the desired wave front accord-
ingly for focused sources. This interval during which
the aliasing artifacts impinge on a listener position scales
proportionally with array size. For large arrays this can
lead to severe perceptual artifacts for the synthesis of fo-
cused sources. For non-focused sources the perceptual
implications of this circumstance are largely unclear.

We also showed that the radiation properties of loud-
speaker arrays evoke a nearfield and a farfield with dif-
ferent spectral properties.

Regarding the presentation of reverberation, we identi-
fied the relative timing of the components of the rever-
beration that varies with listener position as a potential
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challenge that requires further analysis. Also, there are
limitations for large arrays regarding the realization of
an effective pre-delay between direct sound and the first
(virtual) wall reflection as this interval is filled with spa-
tial aliasing artifacts.
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